
4 The spaces between us
The gendered politics of outer space

Penny Griffin

Introduction

This chapter is about sex, but not the sex that people already have clarity
about. ‘Outer space’ as a human, political domain is organized around sex, but
a ‘sex’ that is tacitly located, and rarely spoken, in official discourse. The poli-
tics of outer space exploration, militarization and commercialization as they are
conceived of and practiced in the US, embody a distinction between public and
private (and appropriate behaviours, meanings and identities therein) highly
dependent upon heteronormative hierarchies of property and propriety.1 The
central aim of this chapter is to show how US outer space discourse, an imper-
ial discourse of technological, military and commercial superiority, configures
and prescribes success and successful behaviour in the politics of outer space
in particularly gendered forms. US space discourse is, I argue, predicated 
on a heteronormative discourse of conquest that reproduces the dominance of
heterosexual masculinity(ies), and which hierarchically orders the construction
of other (subordinate) gender identities. Reading the politics of outer space as
heteronormative suggests that the discourses through which space exists
consist of institutions, structures of understanding, practical orientations and
regulatory practices organized and privileged around heterosexuality.

As a particularly dominant discursive arrangement of outer space politics,
US space discourse (re)produces meaning through gendered assumptions of
exploration, colonization, economic endeavour and military conquest that are
deeply gendered whilst presented as universal and neutral. US space discourse,
which dominates the contemporary global politics of outer space, is thus
formed from and upon institutions, structures of understanding, and practical
orientations that privilege and normalize heterosexuality as universal. As such,
the hegemonic discursive rationalizations of space exploration and conquest
(re)produce both heterosexuality as ‘unmarked’ (that is, thoroughly normal-
ized) and the heterosexual imperatives that constitute suitable space-able
people, practices and behaviours.

As the introduction to this volume highlights, the exploration and utiliza-
tion of outer space can thus far be held up as a mirror of, rather than a challenge
to, existent, terrestrially-bound, political patterns, behaviours and impulses.
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The new possibilities for human progress that the application and development
of space technologies dares us to make are grounded only in the strategy-
obsessed (be it commercially, militarily or otherwise) realities of contemporary
global politics. Outer space is a conceptual, political and material space, a place
for collisions and collusions (literally and metaphorically) between objects,
ideas, identities and discourses. Outer space, like international relations, is a
global space always socially and locally embedded. There is nothing ‘out there’
about outer space. It exists because of us, not in spite of us, and it is this that
means that it only makes sense in social terms, that is, in relation to our own
constructions of identity and social location. In this chapter, outer space is the
problematic to which I apply a gender analysis; an arena wherein past, current
and future policy-making is embedded in relation to certain performances of
power and reconfigurations of identity that are always, and not incidentally,
gendered. Effective and appropriate behaviour in the politics of outer space is
configured and prescribed in particularly gendered forms, with heteronorma-
tive gender regulations endowing outer space’s hierarchies of technologically
superior, conquesting performance with their everyday power. It is through
gender that US techno-strategic and astro-political discourse has been able to
(re)produce outer space as a heterosexualized, masculinized realm.

A brief note on sex

To talk of US outer space politics and discourse as ‘sexed’, and therefore gen-
dered (through the pre/proscription and reproduction of those human identi-
ties considered most effective and appropriate to space) is not purely to limit
discussion to sex acts, or sexual identities in the usual sense; it is to talk about
‘sex as it is mediated by publics’, some of whose obvious relation to sex may be
obscure (Berlant and Warner 1998: 547). As Bedford argues, using sexuality
as an analytical concept extends beyond discussion of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender issues to consider the ways in which heterosexuality as ‘unmarked’
(that is, thoroughly normalized) is (re)produced in changing forms by political
actors (2005: 296). The institutions, structures of understanding and practical
orientations through which US space discourse privileges and normalizes het-
erosexuality as universal are tacitly, not explicitly, gendered. The dominant
discursive rationalizations of outer space exploration and conquest that consti-
tute space as heterosexual, and (re)produce the heterosexual imperatives that
constitute suitable space-able people, practices and behaviours, do so in ways
that are not necessarily obvious nor are they always coherent. As Butler argues,
‘gender’ operates in discourse as a ‘norm’, a ‘standard of normalization’ that
serves to discursively regulate the bodies over which it presides. When gender
operates as a normalizing principle in social practice, it is more likely to be
‘implicit, difficult to read’, and ‘discernible most clearly and dramatically’ in
the effects that it produces, thus the prescription and reproduction of hetero-
normative gender in outer space discourse, like all other norms, ‘may or may
not be explicit’ (Butler 2004: 41).
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The ‘politics’ of US outer space discourse

This section begins an exploration of US outer space discourse as, from the
launch of Sputnik 1 in 1957, dominated by an aggressive, colonialist project
perpetuated through the reproduction of types of what Dean refers to as ‘impe-
rial masculinity’(ies) (Dean 2001). US outer space, as a discursive realm, articu-
lates identities, behaviours and meanings in particular, sexed, ways. I use
‘discourse’ to imply, as Derrida suggests, an, intrinsically (re)productive (of
itself, but also the identities, behaviours and meanings considered necessary,
suitable, or most effective), historically dependent system of signification
(Derrida 2001: 3). A discourse thus forms the identities of subjects and objects,
and is composed of a multitude of practices, institutions, identities, norms,
rules and disciplinary procedures. Both material and heterogeneous in nature
(Best and Kellner 1991: 26), a discourse carries its meanings and modes of
representation in discursive practices. This chapter offers an analysis of US
outer space discourse as a constructed, and thus potentially unstable, arrange-
ment of identity. US space discourse constitutes an exceptionally powerful, but
not unchallenged, arrangement of identities, practices, norms and processes,
embodying tacit, but crucial, gendered and sexualized assumptions. Histori-
cally contingent and therefore subject to significant change, contemporary US
space discourse does not articulate meaning or reproduce identities in exactly
the same way as it might have done fifty years ago, at the height of Cold War
posturing. This is not to argue, however, that a certain continuity does not
exist in US space discourse, which has been and continues to be grounded on
claims to colonization, expansionism, competition, weaponization, privatiza-
tion, securitization and commercialization. One difference is, however, that, as
Rees argues, the US is ‘not as overwhelmingly economically superior’ as it was
when it launched the Marshall Plan, it cannot stabilize the world economically
in the way that it might have done fifty years ago, and that it is vulnerable in a
way that it was not in the post-war years (Rees, interviewing Tony Benn, in
Reza 2003: 13). It is, therefore, worth considering how, and according to what
politics, US discourse has constituted and continues to constitute outer space.
So, before I go on to examine the gendered constitution of US outer space
discourse, I want first to provide some, political and historical, background
to the contemporary constitution of US space policy. If the Marshall Plan her-
alded ‘a sort of colonial reconstruction of Europe’ (Benn, in Reza 2003: 13–14),
the Bush administration’s ‘new vision for space exploration’ represents an
equally imperial design, a design predicated on ideas of imperial expansion in
which the reproduction and promulgation of heterosexual gender identity(ies)
are not just incidental to the success of the project, but absolutely central to it.
As analysts have noted, particularly of the Kennedy and Johnson Cold War
administrations, US electoral politics has long embodied, ‘an obsession with
“toughness” and the use of a sexualised language of competition and domi-
nance among men who contended for power within the American electoral
system and within the foreign policy bureaucracy’ (Dean 2001: 3–4).
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A brief history of US space administration

The contemporary US discourse of outer space that I examine in this chapter
is primarily descendent of a heavily militarized, but highly institutionalized,
discourse of post-Cold War security, military policy and alliance politics,
predicated on the attainment and maintenance of military and strategic supe-
riority. It would be a mistake to underestimate just how much the ‘Cold War’
between the US and USSR (and the ‘space age’ that it inaugurated) dominated
the writings of intellectuals and the agendas of political leaders during the
1950s and 1960s. US politics was the preserve of security, military policy and
alliance politics, with issues beyond these receiving little sustained attention
(Agnew and Corbridge 1995: 2). The conquest of outer space achieved
particular prominence as a ‘space race’ to develop the most effective long-
range rocket-based technologies. At this point, the US approach to space was
to consider it entirely an extension of Earth-bound warfare, probably most
clearly evidenced by the public ‘clamour’ surrounding the Soviet launch of
Sputnik 1 in 1957. Although the apparent mass public panic in the US at the
launch of Sputnik 1 belied the satellite’s ‘inability to do more than orbit the
Earth and transmit meaningless radio blips’ (Dickson 2004: 1), the agenda
was configured as a crisis in US identity, and read as a warning to the US
administration that the US’s mantle of ‘greatest nation on Earth’ was slipping
(cf. Garber 2003; McDougall 1985; Carter 1988). Any discussion of space
‘exploration’ for its own sake, as distinguishable from the development of
‘rocket technology’, remained, at this very early stage, muted.2

Although talk of hysteria in Washington at the launch of Sputnik may be
somewhat overstated, the US certainly appeared to many something less of
a world hegemon, and Eisenhower’s ‘paternalistically vague’ (Democratic
Senator Stuart Symington, quoted in Dickson 2004: 2) response to Soviet
space ‘dominance’ was heavily criticized. Dickson characterizes the period
immediately proceeding Sputnik’s launch as one of ‘national insecurity’,
‘wounded national pride’, ‘in-fighting’, ‘political grandstanding’, ‘clandes-
tine plots’ and ‘ruthless media frenzy’ (2004: 4). As McDougall articulates,
when Sputnik 1 first circled the earth in 1957, commentators were at some-
thing of a loss as to what exactly the ‘space age’ symbolized. With the US
perpetually unable to separate ‘thinking about technology from teleology or
eschatology’ (McDougall 1985: 4), the space age, and the space race it
inspired, became a mirror for the ways in which Americans perceived them-
selves and their, thus far unchallenged, global hegemony; less a reflection of
the exact nature of the US state during the Cold War than the refraction of
its political, cultural and administrative insecurities, hopes and aspirations.
As McDougall argues, since 1945 the US had assumed the responsibility of
‘free world’ leader and maintained it on two premises: the eminent superior-
ity of American liberal institutions, not only in terms of ‘freedom’ but in
terms of material prosperity, and also the overwhelming superiority of the
US in the technology of mass destruction. Sputnik, however, gave the lie
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to the premise that the US was ‘both “better” and mightier than its chief
rival’ (McDougall 1985: 7).

As critics increasingly condemned Eisenhower’s apparently passive and
unconcerned leadership for being ‘old-fashioned’ and ‘out of touch’ (McDougall
1985: 7), a particular political discourse began to emerge in the US, founded on
a certain type of sexual metaphor and the assertion of virile, heterosexual
masculinity, led by Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. These
were both men heavily indoctrinated in the myths and ethos of patriotic
frontier masculinity, and who placed at the heart of their politics the virtue of
capturing the New Frontier. This reshaping of masculinity, alluding to the
‘pioneer’ adventurers of the old ‘Wild West’ but heavily predicated on master-
ing the technologies of space exploration, rejected the apparent discoordination
of the private sector and the stagnancy of consumerism that, many believed,
had caused complacency and heaped embarrassment on the US. Just as the
American West had signalled freedom and a virile optimism to expansive, US
frontier masculinity (see Hooper 2001: 68–69), so the conquest and coloniza-
tion of space provided a suitably challenge-filled outlet to revive the frustrated
masculinity of late 1950s America. In all this, US political discourse was
fuelled by a fear of emasculation through Soviet achievement and a national
paranoia that the US might be perceived, by others and itself, as in any sense
weak, complacent, showing any kind of ‘missile gap’, or aspect of ‘lack’.
Eisenhower’s more careful and restrained approach was quickly replaced with
Kennedy’s cult of masculine prowess, a career premised, as Dean articulates, on
an ‘ideology of masculinity’ constructed around culturally resonant images of
the ‘stoic warrior-intellectual’ (Dean 2001: 169). The late 1950s was a period
of massive US self-doubt, propelled by what Michaud refers to as ‘a surge of
discourses on emasculation and feminized conformity’ (2005: 4). Kennedy’s
assertion (written in The Nation, before he announced he was to run for his
party’s nomination to presidential candidate), that the US had ‘gone soft: physi-
cally, mentally, spiritually soft’; that the US was ‘in danger of losing our will to
fight, to sacrifice, to endure’ and that the ‘slow corrosion of luxury is beginning
to show’, found great sway across America, an assertion, as Dean illustrates, of
manly strength against feminized weakness, youth against age, stoic austerity
against debilitating luxury (2001: 170). Kennedy’s immediate focus on the
‘space gap’ signaled the announcement of a more militaristically virile engage-
ment. Space exploration thus became a central policy tenet of the Kennedy
government, with the operation to get a US astronaut on the Moon a means of
reasserting US authority and avenging any doubts as to the administration’s
ability to perform. While the USSR operated a single military space pro-
gramme, tending to classify many of the (at least earlier) processes of its devel-
opment of space technology, the US elected a different approach, one that
intentionally and actively separated the public and private of space colonization
through the creation of so-called ‘civilian’ programmes (ostensibly, more open
to the public) run by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), such as the Apollo 11 mission to the Moon, and the more secretive
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‘military’ space agencies run by the Department of Defense (DoD) (operating
both ‘classified’ and ‘unclassified’ operations).3

Once known as US Space Command (USSPACECOM), military space
operations are now labelled under the general rubric of US Strategic
Command (USSTRATCOM). NASA, which was established in 1958, one
year after the launch of Sputnik, is primarily responsible for the ‘scientific’
discovery and exploration of space, the development of applications for space
technology (including weather and communications satellites), and the
development of the space shuttle and ongoing operations to secure a
permanent human presence in space on the international space station. In
NASA’s own words, it is focused on developing ‘America’s ready access to
space’ (NASA). US Space Command, on the other hand, was designed at its
creation, in 1985, ‘to help institutionalize the use of space in U.S. deterrence
efforts’ (United States Strategic Command). Conceived as a unified
command centre of United States military operations in Space, in October
2002 the DoD merged USSPACECOM with USSTRATCOM, which had
been established in 1992, under President George H. Bush, according to US
Strategic Command, to ‘encourage stability in the post-Cold War world’
(ibid.). Post 9/11, the merger (so the US administration claimed) was
intended as a ‘more integrated approach’ to the defence of the US ‘in
response to a dramatically changing security environment generated by
emerging global and transregional threats’ (ibid.).4

The contemporary politics of US space discourse

US Strategic Command today controls not only space operations, but all
nuclear weapon assets of the US military, ‘Information Operations’, ‘Integrated
Missile Defense’, ‘Global Command and Control’, ‘Intelligence’, ‘Surveillance
and Reconnaissance’, ‘Global Strike’ and ‘Strategic Deterrence’. In its own
words, USSTRATCOM:

is a global integrator charged with the missions of full-spectrum
global strike, space operations, computer network operations, Department
of Defense information operations, strategic warning, integrated missile
defense, global C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance), combating weapons of
mass destruction, and specialized expertise to the joint warfighter.

(United States Strategic Command)

Space’s position in US politics as commercially relevant is a little hazier. As
Wirbel argues, the 2001 recession effectively ‘imploded’ the commercial
space industry with, not least since 9/11, the lines between civilian and
military resources becoming ever more blurred as civilian companies look to
the military for dual-use functions to their products (Wirbel 2002). The
importance of economic, scientific and technological gain to the US should
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not be underestimated, but it certainly would be careless to ignore the
strength of the ties that bind US discourse on outer space to military
endeavour. There remains a close proximity, in official and unofficial US
rhetoric, between the militarization of outer space and its exploitation
for economic, technological and scientific profit, embedded within a wider,
neo-liberal discourse concerning the assumed essentiality of the (rational)
individual’s need for freedom, choice and access to markets. Thus, while it is
true that a particularly insidious neo-liberal globalization thesis (dependent
on the expansion of the free market into all areas of social life) does indeed
drive much of US space discourse today, as it does US politics more broadly,
space is rarely conceived of primarily in commercial terms in the US. Com-
munications satellites have, since the passage of the 1962 Communications
Satellite Act, chiefly been a private sector activity, but, according to Smith,
attempts ‘to commercialize other aspects of space activities have yielded
mixed success’ (2003: 7). In spite of USSPACECOM’s insistence that ‘Space
commerce is becoming increasingly important to the global economy’, rela-
tions between US military and private space operations are frequently tense,
not least concerning the perceived ‘threat’ to national security created by
commercial ‘imagery’ sales (US commercial imaging satellites compete with
French, Russian, Indian and Israeli companies to ‘see’ an object or feature of
a certain size from outer space. See Smith 2003: 7–8). An issue of particular
concern, for example, involves the ‘shutter control’ policy inaugurated by
the Clinton administration in 1994, wherein the US government may force
commercial companies to discontinue obtaining or distributing imagery of
certain parts of the world, causing some political groups to complain that
the media and relief agencies are being deprived of essential data (Smith
2003: 8). When the US launched attacks on Afghanistan, the DoD decided
to control access to imagery through the National Imagery and Mapping
Agency (NIMA), which bought the exclusive rights to Ikonos (a private
sector satellite owned by Space Imaging) imagery of that area, preventing
anyone else’s use of this data without NIMA’s approval.

The current political climate in the US, overseen by the Bush administra-
tion, has bred a quieter but no less emphatic approach to outer space than has
gone before, as predicated on the attainment of military and strategic superi-
ority as US Cold War discourse at its peak, but conspicuously lacking the
recognition that other nations may also have rights in space (not least those
rights that could mean another nation rivalling the US in space capabilities.
As USSPACECOM’s ‘Vision for 2020’ makes clear, the only outcome the US
is willing to consider is ‘full spectrum dominance’). With minimal fanfare,
President George W. Bush authorized, on 31 August 2006, a new national
space policy to supersede Clinton’s previous 1996 policy. The policy is
careful, at the very outset, to highlight the civil and commercial benefits of
outer space exploration, with space described as ‘a place that is increasingly
used by a host of nations, consortia, businesses, and entrepreneurs’ (US
National Space Policy 2006). This said, the strategic ambitions of the Bush
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administration are not long withheld, with ‘those who effectively utilize
space’ enjoying added prosperity and security’ and holding ‘a substantial
advantage over those who do not’ (ibid.).

Freedom of action in space is as important to the United States as air
power and sea power. In order to increase knowledge, discovery, economic
prosperity, and to enhance the national security, the United States must
have robust, effective and efficient space capabilities.

(ibid.; emphasis added)

The 2006 Space Policy provides an example of the increasingly blurred
boundaries in contemporary US political culture between commercial
imperatives, various narratives of scientific ‘progress’ and ‘discovery’, and the
unashamed imperialism of a post-9/11 discourse of weaponization, territorial
conquest and securitization. Although part of the policy remains classified,
and the unclassified document does not per se call for the deployment of US
weapons systems in space (the Globe and Mail), it explicitly does allow for
any ‘US defense and intelligence-related activities in pursuit of national
interests’, permits the US to reject ‘any claims to sovereignty by any nation
over Outer Space or celestial bodies’, and states that the US ‘rejects any
limitations on the fundamental right of the United States to operate in and
acquire data from space’ (US National Space Policy). Any arms control
agreements or restrictions that may impair ‘the rights of the United States
to conduct research, development, testing, and operations or activities in
space for US national interests’ will be opposed. As far as the commercial use
of space is discussed, the policy states that a commercial space sector will be
encouraged only where it can be ‘consistent with national security’, ‘promote
innovation’, ‘strengthen US leadership’ and ‘protect national, homeland, and
economic security’.

The secrecy of the development of US military space technologies (including
‘missile defence’ systems, military ‘spy’ satellites and anti-satellite weapons) and
the relative openness of ‘civilian’ projects (plans for ‘manned’ Moon and outer
space stations, for example) also, however, reflect the discursive construction of
a US discourse of neo-liberal globalization that, economically, politically and
psychologically, has depended on the establishment and continuance of military
hegemony to secure regional, economic interests. The functionally rational,
neo-liberal market actor and the essentially expansionist neo-liberal free market
in US discourse enjoy a peculiarly close relationship with the US’s seemingly
unquestionable ‘right’ to bear arms across, and beyond, the globe (as evidenced
in the new US National Space Policy). Thus while the US is a ‘neo-liberal’
power to the extent that it is committed to the expansion of the market, to
private capital, to flexible labour and to deregulated economies, the US ‘state’ is
so heavily constituted by an historical discourse of militarization that global
economic competition and military ambition are rarely distinct categories. As
commentators have noted, however, the explicit failure to mention China as
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‘the global peer competitor’ that USSPACECOM’s ‘Vision for 2020’ draws
attention to (in a section entitled ‘Future Trends’) is an attempt at discretion,
not a denial of China’s growing economic pre-eminence (see Ricks 2000;
Gagnon 2005). When Pentagon officials first sat down in 2000 to plan their
Joint Chiefs of Staff document, China was explicitly listed as a future adversary
(Ricks 2000), but in public, the US administration is hesitant to refer explicitly
to a Chinese ‘threat’, or situate China as an adversary, and the wording of the
document would seem to be directed at growing Chinese ‘space power’ (the
term deployed by USSPACECOM to refer to space policy to support land, sea
and air operations). Throughout ‘Vision for 2020’, official US discourse firmly
allies economic ‘competition’ with future ‘military conflict’. As the document
reads, ‘space forces will emerge to protect military and commercial national
interests and investment in the space medium due to their increasing import-
ance’ (US Space Command, ‘Vision for 2020’). In suggesting a need for US ‘full
spectrum dominance’, the document refers to ‘denying an adversary’s [emphasis
added] ability to fully leverage’ space capabilities to ‘collect, process, and
disseminate an uninterrupted flow of information’. Launching its first space
vehicle in 1964, and its first satellite in 1970, China, according to Filho,
‘became the fifth space power in the world’ (Filho 1997: 153), alongside the
US, the former Soviet Union, the European Space Agency (ESA) and, more
recently, Japan (Iran, South Korea and India have also begun to focus on
increasing their space capabilities, although their efforts are considered to be,
thus far, relatively limited). China remains, however, the only one of these
‘space able’ nations to pose, in US discourse, a significant and sustained threat
to US hegemony. ‘[L]ooking at Asia as the most likely arena for future conflict,
or at least competition’ (Ricks 2000), the US appears to be summoning a
physical arsenal with which to contain the more ethereal threat of China’s
expanding economic potential. Extending its military presence in the region,
the US is currently engaged in lengthening and widening runways for its
bombers in Guam, where it is also adding new fighter squadrons, installing
small, ‘lily pad’ bases throughout the Asia-Pacific (for ‘rapid interventionary
capability’), and even transferring the US First Corps to Japan to more tightly
integrate that nation ‘in US global military planning’ (Gagnon 2005: 1).

The US is, of course, heavily reliant on its satellite-based systems, and to
this end works (to a certain extent) within a regime framework of inter-
national space ‘law’ (Brearly 2005: 14). This is not to suggest that US
discourse is not constructed around the embedded belief that the US itself
represents the global hegemon, and the only viable, indeed legitimate,
keeper of global ‘order’. The US may be challenged ‘regionally’, but consid-
ers itself ‘unlikely to be challenged by a global peer competitor’ (US Space
Command, ‘Vision for 2020’). From a position of discursive hegemony,
consecutive US administrations have formulated a politics of outer space
that is in all but name a justification for unabashedly imperial conquest.
According to ‘Joint Vision 2020’, control of space assures the US ‘access to
space, freedom of operations within the space medium, and an ability to
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deny others the use of space, if required’, with the US casting itself in ‘a
classic warfighter role’.

Sexing US outer space discourse

The gendered assumptions that underlie this rhetoric are tacit but striking, and
depend on two distinct, heteronormative, tropes of masculinization and femi-
nization. First, the US’s ability to control ‘space capabilities’ depends upon
assumptions of dominance and inherent superiority that revolve around the
(gendered) signifier of the US’s role as ‘classic’ or ‘active warfighter’: assump-
tions including the need for speed and watchfulness (‘real time space surveil-
lance’), agility and technical superiority (‘timely and responsive spacelift’),
‘enhanced protection’ (of ‘military and commercial systems’), robustness and
efficient repelling capabilities (‘robust negation systems’), ‘precision force’
and ‘enhanced “sensor-to-shooter” ’ capabilities. Just as Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson summoned the spectre of an active, robust, potent American with the
‘Pilgrim and pioneer spirit of initiative and independence’ (Kennedy, quoted in
Dean 2001: 180), so George W. Bush calls to those able to show ‘daring,
discipline, ingenuity, and unity in the pursuit of great goals’, the ‘risk takers’
and ‘visionaries’ of whom America is so ‘proud’ (Bush 2004). Second, in estab-
lishing its (heterosexually masculine) credentials, the US’s techno-strategic
discourse reconfigures all other space-able nations as subordinate, constructing a
binary, heterosexual relationship of masculine hegemony/feminine subordina-
tion. Tellingly, US Space Command cites the forging of ‘global partnerships’ as
essential to protecting US national interests and investments, where such part-
nerships are at the behest of the US, with those that partner the US ‘warfighter’
little more than passive conduits for US ‘opportunity’ and ‘commerce’ (‘Joint
Vision 2020’).

This ‘warfighting’ discourse is not, of course, the only construction of outer
space to possess discursive currency in the US. ‘Space exploration’, as Crawford
argues, ‘is inherently exciting, and as such is an obvious vehicle for inspiring
the public in general, and young people in particular’ (2005: 258). Viewed
predominantly as a natural extension to the so-called evolution of military and
commercial ‘arts’ in the Western hemisphere, human, technological expansion
into outer space is justified in terms of scientific, commercial and military
global entrepreneurship. Conquering the final frontier of outer space is increas-
ingly seen as crucial to a state’s pre-eminence in the global economy (cf. ‘Joint
Vision 2020’). International alliances in the post-Fordist economy ‘have already
consolidated the decision for future space exploration and colonization’ (Casper
and Moore 1995: 315). In a particularly dramatic turn of phrase, Seguin argues
that ‘[m]ankind [sic] now stands at the threshold of long-duration space habi-
tation and interplanetary travel’ (2005: 980). Similarly, Manzey describes
human missions to Mars less as contingent future events, but as the inevitable
consequences of technological progress (Manzey 2004: 781–790). Space, once
defined as a power-laden site of Cold War military conflict, has also become a
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site of international political and economic cooperation. Often conceptualized
in expansionist terms, as that which will make our world bigger, with space
‘discovery’ expanding human knowledge, space is also conceived of as that
which will make the world smaller, in neo-liberal globalization terms, ‘by
reconfiguring capitalism and nationalism’ (Casper and Moore 1995: 315).

The US’ ‘warfighting’ discourse is also at odds with much so-called ‘space
law’, in particular the Outer Space Treaty (1967), which defines space as the
‘province of all mankind’ and asks that states act ‘with due regard to the corre-
sponding interests of States Parties to the Treaty’ (Brearly 2005: 16–17).
Within the US itself, congressionally-led efforts to discuss and minimize the
threats posed by human-made debris caught in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), of
which there is somewhere in the region of 2,300 metric tons (ibid.: 9), appear
ill-matched with clear efforts by US government to increase the weaponization
of space. The US cooperates, to a limited extent, in perpetuating a sustainable
space environment for its satellite-based systems, to which space debris
undoubtedly poses a threat, because this is of direct individual benefit to US
commercial interests. The US refuses, however, to ratify the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), prohibiting all use of nuclear explosions in space,
since this constitutes a restriction of its ability to develop and test ‘new’
weapons. US critics of the CTBT contend that ratifying the treaty would
‘undercut confidence in the US deterrent’, and thus increase ‘the incentive for
rogue states to obtain nuclear weapons’ (Medalia 2006: 13).

All this is not to argue that dominant ‘scientific’ and ‘commercial’ justifi-
cations for space exploration, which are perhaps less overtly related to the
militarization of space (for example, concerning advances in medicine, mole-
cular and cellular biology, geology, weather forecasting, robotics, electronics
and so on), do not in their basic assumptions also embody a gendered sense
of ‘man’s’ natural right to colonize so-called unknown territory (see, e.g.
Morabito 2005). The ‘quest for knowledge’ remains deeply embedded in
Western accounts of the need for space colonization (as Bush’s 2004 speech
makes clear), rationalized from humanity’s so-called ‘natural’ desire to
explore and conquer (cf. Bush 2004; Crawford 2005; Mendell 2005). Craw-
ford, in proposing a case for the ‘scientific and social’ importance of human
space exploration, suggests that,

there are reasons for believing that as a species Homo sapiens is geneti-
cally predisposed towards exploration and the colonisation of an open
frontier. Access to such a frontier, at least vicariously, may be in some
sense psychologically necessary for the long-term wellbeing of human
societies.

(Crawford 2005: 260)

Similarly, NASA’s website claims that ‘from the time of our birth, humans
have felt a primordial urge to explore’, to ‘blaze new trails, map new lands, and
answer profound questions about ourselves and our universe’ (www.nasa.gov).
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Much commercial gain already depends on the exploitation of outer space, but
there is undoubtedly more to be made of space’s ‘resources’: ‘asteroidal’
mining, for example; the extraction of ‘lunar soil oxygen’; the mining of very
rare ‘Helium-3’ from lunar soil as fuel for nuclear fusion reactors; or space, and
particularly the Moon, as a ‘tourist venue’, offering all kinds of new ‘sporting
opportunities’ (Morabito 2005: 5–7). But the lines distinguishing the various
components of the outer space ‘whole’ are vague, and are particularly obscured
by the tacit but pervasive heteronormativity that makes of space (to borrow the
language of the then USSPACECOM) a ‘medium’ to be exploited; the passive
receptacle of US terrestrial ‘force’. As Goh states, outer space ‘is an arena of
growing economic and technological importance. It is also a developing theatre
of military defence and warfare’ (2004: 259). US outer space discourse is driven
by the belief that outer space exists to be conquered (and that it rarely fights
back), that those at the cutting edge of its exploitation are the ‘visionaries’ and
‘entrepreneurs’ that will pave the way to tourists, explorers, TV crews and to,
as Morabito claims, ‘dubious characters’ such as, perhaps, ‘bounty hunters’
(2004: 10).

Much US outer space discourse presents a vision of the human colonization
of outer space as both natural and essential to humanity, a ‘psychological and
cultural requirement’ that is not merely a ‘Western predisposition’, but ‘a
human one’ (Crawford 2005: 260). Regulating such discourse, however, is the
normative assumption that space is a ‘masculine’ environment, a territory best
suited to the performance of colonial conquest, and an arena for warfare and
the display of military and technological prowess. Herein, ‘man’, not woman,
is the human model by which to gauge those adventurous enough to engage
in the ‘space medium’ (see, e.g. Casper and Moore 1995). ‘Sex’ is only explic-
itly articulated in US space discourse to signal the category of ‘woman’, and
the physical and psychological constraints that woman’s ‘body’ brings to
spaceflight and exploration. NASA, for example, in identifying ‘gender-
related’ differences affecting the efficacy and effects of spaceflight and travel,
focus exclusively on the physiological differences between men and women
(bone density, blood flow, hormonal and metabolic differences, etc.). As
Casper and Moore argue, NASA’s heterosexist framings of these issues high-
light sex in space as a social and scientific problem (1995: 313). Female bodies
are thus ‘constructed against a backdrop in which male bodies are accepted as
the norm, an inscription process shaped by the masculine context of space
travel’ (ibid.: 316). By identifying only ‘woman’ with ‘sex’, and the ‘ostensibly
sexualized features’ of women’s ‘bodies’ (Butler 1990: 26), a certain, hetero-
sexist, order and identity is effectively instituted in US outer space discourse.
Fundamentally, the hierarchies of power, identity and cultural and sexual
assumption that infuse outer space politics are no different to those that struc-
ture terrestrial politics. As Morabito, rather worryingly claims, ‘why expect
men on the Moon to behave much better than on Earth?’ (2004: 10).

Such a statement, and the belief that the human colonization of outer space
is natural, essential to, and even inevitable for, humanity, are founded on a
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conceptualization of ‘universal’ human society dependent on the kind of
‘modern, knowledge-based economy’ that the US has sought to establish
through technological, military and commercial expansion. Although the ‘we’
in much US space discourse is intended universally, it is in effect a highly
singular and culturally specific construction of identity, one deeply embedded
in the liberal belief that humanity needs ‘a sense of freedom’ and ‘choice’
(Seguin 2005: 981); that it was ‘our’ grandparents who thought exploring
Africa was an adventure (Mendell 2005: 10), and not Africans themselves; that
the ‘scientific revolution’ sprang from the ‘unusual pragmatic and classless
entrepreneurship of US society’ that ‘promoted commercialization and inno-
vative marketing of new technology’ (ibid.). ‘Something about space travel
excites the human imagination in ways that transcend mundane political
objectives’ (Mendell 2005: 7). Contrary to this, and however apparently excit-
ing outer space is envisioned (as an essentially little known and unexplored
frontier of human endeavour), there is actually very little about US outer space
discourse that suggests humanity has transcended the gendered politics of
planet Earth. To understand the reproduction of heterosexualized gender iden-
tities as a factor in US policy-making, demands, as Dean suggests, not only a
‘shift of emphasis toward the construction of particular kinds of elite masculin-
ities’, but also ‘consideration of the historical milieu that produced such men’
(Dean 2001: 4). George W. Bush has, frequently throughout his speeches,
harked back to bygone eras of masculine fortitude, resilience and vigour by, for
example, invoking the crusader zeal of the Christian Knights (2001) or the
‘prevailing resolve’ of those Americans who ‘did not waver in freedom’s cause’
at Pearl Harbor in 1941 (Bush 2005a). In his second term inauguration speech,
Bush invokes the Founding Fathers’ declaration of ‘a new order of the ages’ and
the bravery of the soldiers who ‘died in wave upon wave for a union based on
liberty’ in his call to conquer ‘resentment and tyranny’ by spreading ‘liberty’
and ‘freedom’ across the world. He finishes, in a turn of phrase reminiscent of
Kennedy’s inaugural address in 1961,5 to state that America: ‘proclaims liberty
throughout all the world, and to all the inhabitants thereof. Renewed in our
strength – tested, but not weary – we are ready for the greatest achievements
in the history of freedom’ (2005b). Similarly, in a 2004 speech to announce a
new Space Exploration Program, President Bush calls for the US to continue
its ‘quest’ into outer space in the ‘spirit of discovery’ that infused the journeys
of the American ‘frontiersmen’ (the ‘daring’, ‘disciplined’, ‘ingenious’, ‘risk-
taking’ pioneers that Bush believes astronauts to be) who led their way into the
western ‘wilderness’ of eighteenth-century North America:

Two centuries ago, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark left St. Louis to
explore the new lands acquired in the Louisiana Purchase. They made that
journey in the spirit of discovery, to learn the potential of vast territory,
and to chart a way for others to follow. America has ventured forth into
space for the same reasons.

(Bush 2004)
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Bodies, including those early travellers that ventured West, or the astronauts
selected for spaceflight, cannot be signified, as Butler argues, ‘without the
mark of gender’ (1990: 28). Heralded as the ‘popular hero’ of the Cold War
(American) cultural imaginary, the figure of the astronaut as space pioneer is
embedded within a broader political framework of space travel, wherein
‘women’ are seen as essentially different to men both physiologically and in
terms of being taken seriously within a masculine environment, one in which
the true ‘visionary’ and ‘entrepreneur’ leading the quest into outer space has,
in the US, always been coded male. Thus NASA not only physically and
empirically regulates which bodies can and cannot succeed in outer space
(from its refusal to consider women candidates in the 1950s and 1960s, to
ongoing controversies surrounding the possibility of menstruation, sexual
intercourse and pregnancy in mixed-crew space travel); it also constitutes the
discursive regulations through which persons are made ‘regular’. Gender, as
Butler argues, thus becomes the ‘norm’ that operates within social practices
(2004: 41), ‘the implicit standard of normalization’ that reproduces what is
perceived to be normal behaviour in/concerning outer space.

The operations of gender as a norm, and normalizing principle, in dis-
courses of outer space need not be explicit. The reproduction of heteronorma-
tive gender identity(ies) instead implicitly governs the ‘social intelligibility
of action’, to borrow Butler’s terminology, in outer space; that is, it governs
the means by which the politics of outer space makes sense. Heteronormative,
heterosexist gender configurations reside, for example, in discussions of the
viability of outer space exploration and human spaceflight, where human
involvement in space is articulated as inherently exciting, dangerous and
challenging, both technically and psychologically (see, e.g. Manzey 2004;
Mendell 2005; Seguin 2005). Outer space exploration and colonization is
heavily naturalized in US discourse as an inevitability of human activity,
rather than a simple possibility. What can and cannot be done in and/or to
space are defined according to those physical, hormonal and performative
forms (re)produced and normalized according to heteronormative, heterosex-
ual, discursive parameters. If, for example, humans are to colonize space, as
much scientific writing would have us believe, it is essential that they
perform reproductively: human sexuality in space is thus framed and reified
such that it pertains only to heterosexual intercourse, and women appear only
in reference to their ‘sexual nature and procreative function’ (Casper and
Moore 1995: 319). In January 2006, for example, NewScientist.com revealed
that of its top ten most accessed space stories of 2005, the most popular was
the aptly named report, ‘Out-of-This-World Sex Could Jeopardise Missions’
(McKee 2005). Thirteen years after a married couple were first sent on a space
shuttle mission, prompting at the time a flurry of public curiosity and
controversy concerning ‘celestial intimacy’ (Casper and Moore 1995: 312),
the New Scientist’s article opens with the line, ‘sex and romantic entangle-
ments among astronauts could derail missions to Mars and should therefore
be studied by NASA’. NASA has already long been studying the prospect of
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sex (as sexual intercourse) in outer space. As the New Scientist’s article goes on
to make clear, however, ‘the question of sexuality’ and ‘sexual issues’ in space-
flight and future outer space exploration is essentially, for NASA at least, a
question of heterosexuality.

Humans, suggests Crawford, ‘bring speed, agility, versatility and intelli-
gence to exploration in a way that robots cannot’, justifying to many the
employment of astronauts as ‘field scientists’ on other planets (Crawford 2005:
252). The consistent discursive articulation of outer space as a frontier, a
‘threshold’ for human intervention requiring the utmost in human perform-
ance, depends on a regulatory framework wherein ‘humanity’ is able consis-
tently and without obstacle (material, psychological or otherwise) to seize the
challenge of exploiting and controlling its natural environment and resources.
Rarely conceived of purely in technological, aphysical terms, Space is a politics
(in US discourse) entirely constituted in reference to the corporeal attributes of
the (neo-liberally) human. Within the heteronormative, heterosexual, regula-
tory framework of US outer space discourse, the ideal, space-able, individual is
constructed and reproduced within an unspoken but unequivocal heteronor-
mative framework of reproductive sexuality, as a model that others should
approximate: a person, evolved of heterosexual binaries, who is reactive but
calm, reproductive but sexually restrained, agile but not hyperactive, versatile
but not sexually ambiguous, rational but not mechanical, adventurous but
competent (see, e.g. Seguin 2005). Located within a ‘masculine context’, such
a framework has only solidified the sense of male bodies existing as the norm
against which female bodies are evaluated, and male physiology the standard
by which female bodies are judged (Casper and Moore 1995: 316–319).

This regulatory masculinism has undoubtedly resulted in the overwhelm-
ing dominance of male astronauts in space. Although the first American
female went into space in 1983, in 2001 of an active astronaut corps of 158,
only thirty-five were women (NASA 2001), and of the 2004 class of astro-
nauts, only two of eleven were female (NASA 2004). But the predominance
of male astronauts also stems from the gendered nature of space discourse
itself. The quest to conquer space that began with the Cold War ‘space race’
has long been coded (heterosexually) masculine, dependent on an articulation
of masculine prowess realized through gendered assumptions of physical and
technical expertise, strength, endurance and intelligence. The portrayal of the
earliest astronauts as popular heroes in the US media, and beyond (Bush, for
example, pays homage, in 2004, to two of the ‘veterans’ of the space age,
Tom DeLay and Senator Bill Nelson), sedimented an image of masculine
achievement that, although highly contingent on the militarized aggressivity
of Cold War discourse at that time, has proved enduring. Armstrong’s
famous announcement that the Apollo 11 Moon landing was ‘one small step
for a man, one giant leap for mankind’ thus in this instance speaks more
specifically than universally, a continuation of the Western history’s overarch-
ing belief in men’s ‘natural’ ability, indeed prerogative, to conquer for the
good of everyone.
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Conclusion: performances of power and identity in the
politics of outer space

As Elias argues, ‘the global sphere cannot be regarded as a gender-neutral
arena, but rather, becomes a site for the production of gender identity’ (2004:
30). But ‘male dominance within what we define as “the international” is not
the only reason for thinking about a gendered global arena’, we also need to
examine ‘the impact of these masculinist assumptions’ (ibid.: 31). Space,
constructed through a heteronormative, heterosexual, regulatory framework,
as a particular frontier to be conquered and colonized, involves particular con-
structions of gender identity. The result is the creation and perpetuation in
US discourse of outer space as an emptiness and void; the conquest of hetero-
sexual man over nature. Discursive hierarchies of technologically superior,
conquesting performance are imbued with their everyday power through
an implicitly gendered framework for understanding both the earthly and
extraterrestrial environments, and it is through gender that US political
discourses of outer space have been able to (re)produce outer space as a
masculinized, heterosexualized realm.

I have argued in this chapter that sex and gender are discursively
constituted to render the apparently ungendered discourse(s) of outer space
exploration and colonization coherent. Involving a multitude of actors,
organizations, state and non-state-based articulations, the US politics of outer
space is dominated by a discourse of military, commercial and scientific con-
quest that draws heavily from essentialist and foundational understandings of
and beliefs about nature, civilization, science, progress and consumption.
Herein, important performances of gendered identity construct specific,
tacitly gendered, rationalizations of exploration and colonization in particular
ways, and gender is made intelligible in US outer space discourse in order to
preserve essentially heteronormative regulations of identity that allow for the
increased militarization of space, while serving neo-liberal, Anglo-American
ideals of marketization, privatization, deregulation and flexibilization.

Notes
1 I am here employing ‘heteronormativity’ as articulated in Berlant and Warner’s

1998 essay, ‘Sex in Public’, which describes heteronormativity as ‘the institutions,
structures of understanding and practical orientations that make heterosexuality
seem not only coherent – that is organized as a sexuality – but also privileged’. In
this sense, heteronormativity and heterosexuality are terms with slightly different
conceptual meanings. A heteronormative politics invariably privileges heterosexual
behaviour, but unlike heterosexuality, there can be, as Berlant and Warner
articulate, no homosexual opposite, because homosexuality ‘can never have the
invisible, tacit, society-founding rightness that heterosexuality has’, and it would not
be possible to speak of ‘homonormativity’ in the same sense (Berlant and Warner
1998: 548).

2 In the immediate aftermath of Sputnik launching, there was very little public talk
of space exploration per se, with attention largely focused on missile and rocket
technology. On 25 November 1957, twenty-two days after Sputnik launched, a US
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Senate Preparedness Subcommittee commenced proceedings, with various witnesses
providing assessments of the state of US missile technology and interpretations of
the events leading up to Sputnik. Although the subcommittee did not explore
specifically how the United States should organize to explore space, NASA claims
that ‘this complex and contentious issue was a subtext’ at this point. With Johnson
complaining of the complacency of the Pentagon and the Eisenhower White House,
the push to organize a national space programme did not take proper shape until
December 1957.

3 The DoD certainly does not make it easy to gauge how much of their work is
classified or unclassified and is unreliable in their disclosure of information,
according to a Resources, Science, and Industry Division Issue Brief for US
Congress, which reports that:

the Department of Defense (DOD) has a less visible [than] but equally
substantial space program [as that of NASA]. Tracking the DOD space
budget is extremely difficult since space is not identified as a separate line
item in the budget. DOD sometimes releases only partial information
(omitting funding for classified programs) or will suddenly release without
explanation new figures for prior years that are quite different from what was
previously reported.

(Smith 2003: 3)

4 According to a brief supplied for US Congress, in 2003 Congress approved $15.3
billion to NASA (with $15.5 billion requested in 2004), and $18.4 billion to the
DoD (with $20.4 billion requested in 2004) (Smith 2003: 3).

5 President Kennedy, in his inaugural address on 20 January 1961, stated that
Americans are willing to ‘pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any foe, in order to assure the survival and the success
of liberty’.
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